
Salable Computing: Pratie and ExperieneVolume 8, Number 1, pp. 29�40. http://www.spe.org ISSN 1895-1767© 2007 SWPSAGENT TECHNOLOGY FOR PERSONALIZED INFORMATION FILTERING: THE PIASYSTEMSAHIN ALBAYRAK∗, STEFAN WOLLNY† , ANDREAS LOMMATZSCH‡, AND DRAGAN MILOSEVIC‡Abstrat. As today the amount of aessible information is overwhelming, the intelligent and personalized �ltering of availableinformation is a main hallenge. Additionally, there is a growing need for the seamless mobile and multi-modal system usagethroughout the whole day to meet the requirements of the modern soiety (anytime, anywhere, anyhow). A personal informationagent that is delivering the right information at the right time by aessing, �ltering and presenting information in a situation-aware matter is needed. Applying Agent-tehnology is promising, beause the inherent apabilities of agents like autonomy, pro-and reativeness o�er an adequate approah. We developed an agent-based personal information system alled PIA for olleting,�ltering, and integrating information at a ommon point, o�ering aess to the information by WWW, e-mail, SMS, MMS, andJ2ME lients. Push and pull tehniques are ombined allowing the user to searh expliitly for spei� information on the onehand and to be informed automatially about relevant information divided in pre-, work and rereation slots on the other hand.In the ore of the PIA system advaned �ltering tehniques are deployed through multiple �ltering agent ommunities for ontent-based and ollaborative �ltering. Information-extrating agents are onstantly gathering new relevant information from a variety ofseleted soures (internet, �les, databases, web-servies et.). A personal agent for eah user is managing the individual informationprovisioning, tailored to the needs of this spei� user, knowing the pro�le, the urrent situation and learning from feedbak.Key words. intelligent and personalized �ltering, ubiquitous aess, reommendation systems, agents and omplex systems,agent-based deployed appliations, evolution, adaptation and learning.1. Introdution. Nowadays, desired information often remains unfound, beause it is hidden in a hugeamount of unneessary and irrelevant data. On the Internet there are well maintained searh engines thatare highly useful if you want to do full-text keyword-searh [1℄, but they are not able to support you in apersonalized way and typially do not o�er any push-servies or in other words no information will be sentto you when you are not ative. Also, as they normally do not adapt themselves to mobile devies, theyannot be used throughout a whole day beause you are not sitting in front of a standard browser all thetime and when you return, these systems will treat you in the very same way as if you have never been therebefore (no personalization, no learning). Users who are not familiar with domain-spei� keywords won't beable to do suessful researh, beause no support is o�ered. Prede�ned or auto-generated keywords for thesearh-domains are needed to �ll that gap. As information demands are ontinuously inreasing today and thegathering of information is time-onsuming, there is a growing need for a personalized support (Figure 1.1).Labor-saving information is needed to inrease produtivity at work and also there is an inreasing aspirationfor a personalized o�er of general information, spei� domain knowledge, entertainment, shopping, �tness,lifestyle and health information. Existing ommerial personalized systems are far away from that funtionality,as they usually do not o�er muh more than allowing to hoose the kind of the layout or olleting some of theo�ered information hannels (and the information within is not personalized).To overome that situation you need a personal information agent (PIA) who knows the way of your thinkingand an really support you throughout the whole day by aessing, �ltering and presenting information to you ina situation-aware matter (Figure 1.1). Some systems exist (Fab [2℄, Amalthaea [3℄, WAIR [4℄, P-Tango [5℄, Trip-Mather [6℄, PIAgent [7℄, Letizia [8℄, Let's Browse [9℄, Newt [10℄, WebWather [11℄, PEA [12℄, BAZAR [13℄) thatimplement advaned algorithmi tehnology, but did not beome widely aepted, maybe beause of real worldrequirements like availability, salability and adaptation to urrent and future standards and mobile devies.In this paper we present an agent-based approah for the e�ient, seamless and tailored provisioning ofrelevant information on the basis of end-users' daily routine. As we assume the reader will be familiar withagent-tehnology (see [14, 15℄ for a good introdution), we will onentrate on the pratial usage and the real-world advantages of agent-tehnology. After brie�y desribing the existing systems from whih the sienti�publiations are available, we desribe the design and arhiteture and afterwards depit the system in Setion 4.2. Related work. The following paragraphs are going to brie�y present some of the already mentionedsystems (Fab, Amalthaea, WAIR, P-Tango, PIAgent, Letizia, Let's Browse, Newt, WebWather and PEA), forwhih we believe that are related to our work.
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Fig. 1.1. Demand for a personal information agentFab [2℄ is an automati reommendation servie for information retrieval, whih is able to over time adaptto its users, who onsequently reeive inreasingly personalized douments. By maintaining both olletion andseletion agents, Fab system is a good test-bed for trying out di�erent �ltering strategies, whih either olletdouments from the Web that belong to the ertain topi, or selet some of the olleted douments that aresuitable for a partiular user. The reation of pro�les through the ontent-based analysis, whih are afterwardsdiretly ompared to �nd similar users for ollaborative reommendations, represents the unique synergy ofthese two frequently ombined �ltering tehniques. Unfortunately, the usability of the whole system dependson the ability of the ontent based �ltering to generate the usable pro�les, being the serious drawbak of theFab system.Sine information disovery and information �ltering are proven to be the suitable domains for applyingmulti-agent tehnology, a personalized system, named Amalthaea [3℄ has been developed. It proatively tries todisover from various distributed soures the information that is relevant to a user. The multi-agent tehnologyis applied by maintaining two di�erent types of agents, being information �ltering and information disoveryones. The ways how these agents are managing to learn the user's interests and habits, to maintain theirompetene by adapting to the hanges in the user's information needs, and to explore the new domains thatmay be of interest to a user, depend on evolution programming, being maybe not so appliable for the large-saleinformation retrieval tasks.Seeking the state of a user pro�le, whih best represents atual information interests and therefore maximizethe expeted value of the umulative user relevane feedbak, is formulated in WAIR multi-agent system [4℄as the reinforement learning problem. The insu�ieny of expliit user ratings is tried to be overome byusing the lassi�ation approah based on the neural network, whih exploits di�erent impliit indiators ofinterests in order to estimate the real relevane feedbak values. Unfortunately, the amount of the expliitratings needed for training that lassi�er still seems to be too large. This learly limits the appliability of theWAIR system.To intelligently deliver a personalized newspaper, whih ontains only the artiles of highest interest thatare individually seleted everyday for eah and every user, P-Tango [5℄ system proposes a framework for om-bining di�erent �ltering strategies. Although the urrently ombined strategies are only the ontent-based andollaborative ones, a proposed framework is signi�ant, by reason of being extendible to any �ltering methods.In spite of this extensibility, we believe that the agent-based framework that we propose in this paper, o�ersbetter �exibility when the integration and afterwards the usage of new strategies is onerned.As the information beame the one of most signi�ant resoures for business and researh, both periodiallysanning di�erent information soures and pushing the found relevant artiles to interested users, have alsomotivated the development of PIAgent [7℄. While a usage of various extrator agents eah supporting a par-tiular information soure is more or less typial for agent-based �ltering systems (and it is also present in ourapproah), the uniqueness of PIAgent lies in its appliation of bak propagation neural network for separating



Agent Tehnology for Personalized Information Filtering:The PIA-System 31relevant artiles from others. Suh a neural network approah has strength in optimistially providing exellentlassi�ation auray. Unfortunately, its big weakness in often expensive training that pratially makes thePIAgent to be hardly appliable for nowadays information retrieval tasks.The intelligent assistane to the user, who is browsing the Internet for the interesting information, is providedby the autonomous interfae agent, named Letizia [8℄. It traks user behavior and uses various heuristis toantiipate, whih hyperlinks may lead to the potentially relevant douments, and whih should be ignored byreason of pointing to junk or not existing page. The ornerstone property of the Letizia system is in asking theuser neither to expliitly state its interests by de�ning the query nor to provide the expliit feedbak about areal relevane of reommendations. Although this expliit ommuniation with the user an speed up learning,the priority in designing the Letizia system has been given to both letting the user to browse without beinginterrupted and asking for help only when being unsure whih link to follow.The MIT Media Laboratory has also developed an agent, whose job is to hoose, from the links reahableon the urrent Web page, those that are likely to best satisfy the interests of multiple users. The agent is namedLet's Browse [9℄, by reason of providing the assistane to the group of humans in browsing, by suggestinghyperlinks likely to be of ommon interests. Although this system demonstrates how douments that are goodfor the group of users and that are in the neighborhood an be found, it generally does not respond to thehallenge of �nding the data that is loated anywhere on the Internet.The ability to both speialize to user interests, adapt to preferene hanges and explore the newer infor-mation domains makes the foundation of the NewT [10℄, being one personalized multi-agent �ltering systemfor news artiles. As user information interests are modeled as the population of the ompeting pro�les, theused learning mehanisms are both relevane feedbak, as well as the rossover and mutation geneti opera-tors. These reombination geneti operators are mainly responsible for the adaptation and exploration issuesby reating more �tted future populations. In the meantime, a user pro�le also learns through the appliationof the relevane feedbak tehniques. Taken together these learning mehanisms make the so-alled Baldwine�et [24℄, saying that a population evolves towards a �tter form muh faster, whenever its members are allowedto learn during their lifetime. Although the Baldwin evolution seems to be more powerful than the evolutionapproah used in Amalthaea, it has the same weaknesses whih limit its appliability for large-sale informationretrieval.Users may �nd it di�ult both to reate the appropriate queries and to loate the information of interestin the ase of having no spei� knowledge about the ontent of the underlying doument olletion. On theone hand, some systems aim to deploy e�ient lustering algorithms, whih will dynamially produe the tableof ontents, needed to failitate the users' browsing ativities. The ornerstone idea is to by some means helpa user �rst to get an overview onerning the available ontent, and then to aurately express its informationneeds. On the other hand, WebWather [11℄ ats as the tour guide that provides the assistane, whih issimilar to the guidane of the human in the real museum. It aompanies users from page to page, suggestsappropriate hyperlinks, and learns from the obtained experiene to improve its advie giving skills. Suh asystem unfortunately an only loally assist the user, whih brings the same drawbaks being present in Letiziaand Let's Browse systems.Personal Email Assistant (PEA) [12℄ �lters inoming mails and ranks them aording to their relevane inorder to help nowadays users, who easily end up with large part of their working day being spent with readingemails. PEA maintains the personal user model that onsists of several pro�les and uses the evolutionaryalgorithms to move that model onstantly loser to the urrent information needs. By doing that PEA aims atassisting users in dealing more e�etively with their daily load of emails so that valuable working time is savedfor more produtive and reative tasks. Even though the evolution strategies seems to be powerful enough fordealing with emails in the PEA system, their usage in the Internet-like environment still remains to be a greathallenge.3. Design of PIA: The Personal Information Agent. To meet the disussed requirements and tosupport the user in that matter, we designed a multi-agent system omposed of four lasses of agents: manyinformation extrating agents, agents that implement di�erent �ltering strategies, agents for providing di�erentkinds of presentation and one personal agent for eah user. Logially, all this an be seen as a lassial three tierappliation (Figure 3.1). Conerning the information extration, general searh engines on the one hand but alsodomain-spei� portals on the other hand have to be integrated. Additional information soures (Databases,Files, Mailinglists et.) should also be integrated easily at run-time.



32 S. Albayrak and S. Wollny and A. Lommatzsh and D. MiloseviSeveral agents realize di�erent �ltering strategies (ontent-based and ollaborative �ltering [16℄, [5℄) thathave to be ombined in an intelligent matter. Also agents for providing information atively via SMS, MMS,Fax, e-mail (push-servies) are needed. A Multi-aess servie platform has to manage the presentation of theresults tailored to the used devie and the urrent situation. The personal agent should onstantly improve theknowledge about his user by learning from the given feedbak, whih is also taken for ollaborative �ltering, asinformation that has been rated as highly interesting might be useful for a user with a similar pro�le as well.As users usually are not very keen on giving expliit feedbak (ratings), impliit feedbak like the fat that theuser stored an artile an also be taken into aount [18℄.A keywordassistant should support the user in de�ning queries even if he is not familiar with a ertaindomain. PIA provides three strategies for �nding adequate keywords and for optimizing existing requests:1. Keywords prede�ned by experts for frequently requested topis (or ategories) an help the unexpe-riened user to �nd the relevant keywords. The suggestions provided by domain experts are usually a goodstarting point for individual requests.2. An alternative method for �nding interesting keywords is the extration of words and phrases frominteresting papers. This strategy helps the user to identify the key onepts from a paper that an be usefulfor �nding other relevant douments. In ontrast to other approahes (like Googles Find similar douments)the keyword extration gives the user the opportunity to adapt extrated keywords aording to the personalinterests and preferenes.3. For optimizing existing queries the PIA system suggests keywords from similar requests. For omputingthe similarities between user requests the systems analyses the overlapping of user pro�les (based on stems) andthe orelation between the user ratings. Keywords that frequently oure in the requests of similar users aresuggested to the user as potentially relevant searh terms.The whole system is designed to be highly salable, easy to modify, to adapt and to improve and thereforean agent-based approah that allows to integrate or to remove agents even at run-time is a smart hoie.The di�erent �ltering tehniques are needed to provide aurate results, beause the weakness of individualtehniques should be ompensated by the strengths of others. Douments should be logially lustered by theirdomains to allow fast aess, and for eah doument several models [19℄ will be built, all inluding stemming andstop-word elimination, but some tailored for very e�ient retrieval at run-time and others to support advaned�ltering algorithms for a high auray.If the system noties that the ontent-based �ltering is not able to o�er su�ient results, additional infor-mation should be o�ered by ollaborative �ltering, i. e. information that was rated as interesting by a user witha similar pro�le will be presented.With the push-servies, the user an deide to get new integrated relevant information immediately and ona mobile devie, but for users who do not want to get new information immediately, a personalized newsletteralso has to be o�ered. This newsletter is olleting new relevant information to be onveniently delivered bye-mails, allowing users to stay informed even if they are not atively using the system for some time.4. Deployment and evaluation.4.1. Overview. We implemented the system using Java and standard open soure database and web-tehnology and based on the JIAC IV agent framework [20℄. JIAC IV is FIPA 2000 ompliant [21℄, that is it isonforming to the latest standards.It onsists of a ommuniation infrastruture as well as servies for administrating and organizing agents(Agent Management Servie, AMS and Diretory Failitator, DF). The JIAC IV framework provides a variety ofmanagement and seurity funtions, management servies inluding on�guration, fault management and eventlogging, seurity aspets inluding authorization, authentiation and mehanisms for measuring and ensuringtrust and therefore has been a good hoie to be used from the outset to the development of a real worldappliation.Within JIAC IV, agents are arranged on platforms, allowing the arrangement of agents that belong togetherwith the ontrol of at least one manager. A lot of visual tools are o�ered to deal with administration aspets.Figure 3.2 shows a platform, in this ase with agents for the building of di�erent models speialized for di�erentretrieval algorithms.The prototypial system is urrently running on Sun-Fire-880, Sun-Fire-480R and Sun Fire V65x, whereasthe main �ltering omputation, database- and web-server and information-extration is plaed on di�erentmahines for performane reasons.
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Fig. 3.1. The PIA System seen as a three tier appliation

Fig. 3.2. Several agents are building di�erent models speilised for di�erent retrieval algorithmsNew ontent is stored, validated and onsolidated in a entral relational database (update-driven). In-formation an be aessed by WWW, e-mail, SMS, MMS, and J2ME Clients, where the system adapts thepresentation aordingly, using the CC/PP (Preferenes Pro�le) with a tailored layout for a mobile phone anda PDA (see Setion 4.6). The personalized newsletter and the push-servies are sent via e-mail, SMS or MMS.The user an use self-de�ned keywords for a request for information or hoose a ategory and therefore thesystem will use a list of keywords prede�ned by experts and updated smoothly by learning from ollaborative�ltering. A ombination of both is also possible. The keyword assistant is able to extrat the most importkeywords of a given artile using the term frequeny inverse doument frequeny (TFIDF)-algorithm [22℄.



34 S. Albayrak and S. Wollny and A. Lommatzsh and D. Milosevi4.2. Gathering new information. New information is onstantly inserted in the system by informationextration agents, e.g. web-reader agents or agents that are searhing spei�ed databases or diretories. Addi-tional agents for the olletion of new ontent an easily be integrated even at runtime, as all that is neessaryfor a new agent is to register himself at the system, store the extrated information at a de�ned database tableand inform the modeling-manager agent about the insertion. As a �le reader-agent is onstantly observinga speial diretory, manual insertion of douments an be done simply by drag-and-drop and an e-mail andupload-interfae also exists. Soure an also be integrated by Web servies. New Readers an be reated usinga easy-to-handle tool and another tool is enabling to onveniently observe the extration-agents, as this is theinterfae to the outside that might beome ritial if for example the data-format of a soure is hanged.4.3. Pre-proessing for e�ient retrieval. The �rst step of pre proessing information for e�ientretrieval is the use of distint tables in the global database for di�erent domains like e.g. news, agent-relatedpapers, et. Depending on the �ltering request, tables with no hane of being relevant an therefore be omitted.The next step is the building of several models for eah doument. Stemming and stop-word elimination isimplemented in every model but di�erent models are built by omputing a term importane either based onlyon loal frequenies, or based on term frequeny inverse doument frequeny (TFIDF) approah. Furthermorenumber of words that should be inluded in models is di�erent whih makes models either more aurate or moree�ient. Created models are indexed either on doument or word level, whih failitate their e�ient retrieval.The manager agent is assigning the appropriate modeling agents to start building their models but might deide(or the human system administrator an tell him) at runtime to delay latest time-onsuming modeling ativityfor a while if system load is ritial at a moment. This feature is important for a real-world appliation, asoverloading has been a main reason for the un-usability of advaned aademi systems.4.4. Filtering tehnology. As the quality of results to a partiular �ltering request might heavily dependon the information domain (news, sienti� papers, onferene alls), di�erent �ltering ommunities are imple-mented. For eah domain, there is at least one ommunity whih ontains agents being tailored to do spei��ltering and managing tasks in an e�ient way. Instead of having only �ltering agents (they will be desribedin Setion 4.5), eah and every ommunity has also one so-alled manager agent that is mainly responsible fordoing oordination of �ltering tasks, as well as ooperation with other managers.The oordination is based on quality, CPU, DB and memory �tness values, whih are the measures beingassoiated to eah �ltering agent [23℄. These measures respetively illustrate �ltering agent suessfulness inthe past, its e�ieny in using available CPU and DB resoures, and the amount of memory being required for�ltering. A higher CPU, DB or memory �tness value means that �ltering agent needs a partiular resoure in asmaller extent for performing a �ltering task. This further means that an insu�ieny of a partiular resourehas a smaller in�uene on �ltering agents with a higher partiular �tness value.The introdued di�erent �tness values together with the knowledge about the urrent system runtimeperformane an make oordination be situation aware (see also [23℄) in the way that when a partiular resoureis highly loaded a priority in oordination should be given to �ltering agents for whih a partiular resoure hasa minor importane. This situation aware oordination provides a way to balane response time and �lteringauray, whih is needed in overoming the problem of �nding a perfet �ltering result after few hours or evenfew days of an expensive �ltering.Instead of assigning �ltering task to the agent with the best ombination of �tness values in the urrentruntime situation, manager is going to employ a proportional seletion priniple [24℄ where the probability forthe agent to be hosen to do atual �ltering is proportional to the mentioned ombination of its �tness values. Bynot always relying only on the most promising agents, but also sometimes o�ering a job to other agents, managergives a hane to eah and every agent to improve its �tness values. While the adaptation of quality �tnessvalue an be aomplished after the user feedbak beame available, the other �tness values an be hangedimmediately after the �ltering was �nished through the response time analyses. The adaptation sheme has adereasing learning rate that prevents already learnt �tness values of being destroyed, whih further means thatproven agents pay smaller penalties for bad jobs than the novie ones [17℄.The underlying oordination ativities, essentially responsible for the mentioned optimal exploitation ofavailable system resoures, are represented on Figure 4.1, giving the simplest possible seletion senario. Underthe assumption that everything goes perfetly, the senario starts with a job reation and ends with a resultusage, being done by the User agent (U). The real oordination ativities, being performed in a meantime by thehosen Manager (M), are �rst resoure estimation, and afterwards strategy seletion. After the seleted Filtering



Agent Tehnology for Personalized Information Filtering:The PIA-System 35agent (F) that enapsulates the partiular searhing algorithm (deployed �ltering strategies are desribed inSetion 4.5), is produed results, the manager M an adapt �tness values based on the measurement of theresponse time. The found �ltering results are �nally returned bak to the user agent U, and this simple senarioends.

Fig. 4.1. System arhiteture illustrating agent ommuniation for resoure-aware oordinationIn the ase where the reeived �ltering task annot be suessfully loally aomplished usually beauseof belonging to unsupported information domain, manager agent has to ooperate with other ommunities.While oordination takes plae inside eah and every �ltering ommunity between manager and �ltering agents,ooperation ours between ommunities among manager agents (see also Figure 4.2). The ooperation is basedon either �nding a ommunity whih supports given domain or in splitting reeived task on sub-tasks where foreah sub-task a ommunity with good support exists.The information is usually sattered around many di�erent, more or less dynami, distributed soures.Two ornerstone hallenges therefore beome both �nding whih soures should be onsulted for resolving thepartiular request, as well as putting the found results together. While the hallenge of searhing for souresis known as the database seletion problem, the omposing of a �nal result set is often simply referred asthe information fusion. One light ooperation approah, already published in [25℄, and whih is based on theappliation of the intelligent ooperative agents, is going to be brie�y illustrated in the rest of this sub-setion.The fundamental ooperation idea is based on the installation of at least one �ltering ommunity aroundeah database, as well as on setting up the sophistiated mehanisms, whih enable that these ommunities ane�iently help eah other while proessing the inoming requests. Although the �ltering request an be sent toany �ltering ommunity, the most suitable ommunities will be autonomously found, and the request will bethen dispathed to them. The found results will be �nally olleted, and only the best ones will be returnedto the sender of the �ltering request. The most appealing property behind these ooperative proessing is thateverything is done transparently for the user, being not any more fored to manually think where the requestshould be sent, and whih obtained �ltering results are really the best ones.Example (Coordination & Cooperation) Figure 4.2 presents a high level overview of the �ltering frameworkbeing omposed of three di�erent �ltering ommunities (FC), where eah ommunity has one �lter manageragent (M) and di�erent number of speialized �ltering agents (F). There are two di�erent databases (DB) withinformation from di�erent domains, and they are aessed at least by one ommunity. On the �gure ooperationis illustrated as a irle with arrows whih onnet manager agents.4.5. Filtering strategies. The ornerstone of the PIA system is in o�ering a framework that failitatesthe integration of di�erent �ltering strategies. Although this paper is not dealing with any partiular �ltering
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Fig. 4.2. Filtering framework with three di�erent ommunitiesstrategy, their short desriptions will be given in the following paragraphs in order to make this paper self-ontained and to lear the roles of the agents on Figure 3.2.By using the term frequeny inverse doument frequeny sheme, the importane values of di�erent wordsan be omputed, and eah and every doument an be modelled by a orresponding weighted vetor. While theso-alled Large Filtering Strategy will always build a model with all words from a doument, Optimal Twenty,Optimal Ten, and Optimal Five Filtering Strategies will take into onsideration only twenty, ten, and �ve mostimportant words, respetively. The models, being reated by these optimal strategies, are thus smaller, andonsequently an be faster both loaded into memory and ompared with a �ltering request. As they are omittingmany words, they might be at the same time potentially less aurate, and the oordination engine has a haneto deide whih one in the given situation an be the best solution.Sine the examination of every single doument for eah request beomes infeasible even for a olletionwith the modest size, two di�erent indexing �ltering strategies have been also implemented. The �rst one,named Inverted List Filtering Strategy, reates for every word the list of douments having that word. Theinbuilt simpli�ation, tending to dramatially redue a size of inverted lists, is made by not storing the positionsof words in the orresponding douments. While a strategy due to suh a design deision beomes moree�ient, it loses its ability to support requests with a phrase. The seond Position Filtering Strategy willnot utilise suh a simpli�ation regarding not storing the positions, and thus will be able to aurately �nddouments with requested phrases. As this seond strategy is naturally more expensive, the trade-o�, betweenproviding the aurate results and responding quikly, beomes evident and unavoidable for requests withphrases.The property of fuzzy lustering [24℄, to assign douments to multiple lusters together with speifying adegree to whih a partiular artile belongs to a given luster, has been used as the inspiration for a realisationof a dediated Fuzzy Filtering Strategy. While its strength is in keeping short luster summaries in the highspeed memory, its greatest weakness lies in a used simpli�ation to luster douments in advane �xed lusters.The few di�erent versions of this fuzzy �ltering strategy are �nally implemented by limiting the amount of amemory that is utilised for ashing the luster summaries, having as the impliation that di�erent trade-o�sbetween the response time and the memory requirements are possible.



Agent Tehnology for Personalized Information Filtering:The PIA-System 37Every mentioned �ltering strategy is also exploited for reating its appropriate lone, whih will take intoaount only words from a manually reated ditionary. By limiting the voabulary to few thousands insteadto more than half a million, underlying models are muh smaller, and thus the underlying strategies beomemore e�ient. Unfortunately, the paid prie lies in the lost of a support for all requests with words that are notpre-seleted, resulting in the potentially lower quality of found �ltering results. These lone strategies �nallyprovide even more fruitful playing ground for both ooperation and oordination mehanisms, whih shouldprove their apabilities while resolving the mentioned trade-o� problems.4.6. Presentation. As one of the main design priniples has been to support the user throughout thewhole day, the PIA system provides several di�erent aess methods and adapts its interfaes to the used devie(Figure 4.3). To ful�ll these requirements an agent platform (Multi Aess Servie Platform) was developedthat optimizes the graphial user interfae for the aess by Desktop PCs, PDAs and smart phones.If the user wants to use the PIA system, the request is reeived by the Multi Aess Servie Platform(MASP). The MASP delegates the request to an agent, providing the logi for this servie. In the PIA systemthe requests are forwarded either to login agent or the personal agent. The hosen agent performs the serviespei� ations and sends the MASP an abstrat desription of the formular that should be presented to theuser. For this purpose the XML based Abstrat Interation Desription Language (AIDL) has been de�ned.Based on the abstrat desription and the features of the used devie the MASP generates an optimized interfaepresented to the user. The onversion is implemented as a XSLT transformation in whih the optimal XSLTstyle sheet is seleted based on the CC/PP information about the user's devie.The Multi Aess Servie Platform provides a generi infrastruture for providing devie optimized interfaesfor a big number of devies. The basi idea of MASP is to separate the appliation logi from the onreteinterfae design. So the appliation developer does not have to ope with the spei� harateristi of the eahrelevant devie and an onentrate on the appliation spei� data �ow and interation logi.

Fig. 4.3. Information aessed by browser or tailored for presentation on a PDA or a mobile phoneFor de�ning the interfae of an appliation the XML based Abstrat Interation Desription Language(AIDL) has been de�ned. The de�nition of a user interation (typially one web page) is strutures as a treeof prede�ned user interfae elements (e.g. label, input �eld). An exemplary page desription is shown inProgram 1.The abstrat interfae desription an be easily transformed into HTML, PDA optimized HTML or WML.If the user wants to have a voie interfae, a style sheet for onverting the abstrat user interfae desriptioninto VoieXML has to be added to the MASP. Additional hanges at the appliation are not needed. In general,the support for new devies an be added without hanging or shutting down the appliation.



38 S. Albayrak and S. Wollny and A. Lommatzsh and D. MiloseviProgram 1 The abstrat interation desription of the PIA login page<?xml version="1.0" enoding="UTF-8"?><senario name="loginPage"><input><UIElement><list name="rootNode"><UIElement><pageSetting name="user_language"><value>de</value></pageSetting></UIElement><UIElement><label name="login__piaLoginQXQ25"><value>PIA-Login</value></label></UIElement><UIElement><list name="login__data"><UIElement><label name="login__userName"><value>Benutzername:</value></label></UIElement><UIElement><fieldValue name="login__userName_default"><value>andreas</value></fieldValue></UIElement></list></UIElement>...<servieLink name="reateAountServieLink"><provider address="tpip://127.0.0.1:7325" name="PIAgent"/><servie name="MAPPresent"/><param name="senario">reateAount</param></servieLink></list></UIElement></input></senario>The transformation of the abstrat interfae desription is done using Extensible Stylesheet Language Trans-formations (XSLT). A XSLT transformation is typially written by a designer who is an expert for reatingoptimized user interfaes for a devie onsidering the preferenes of the respetive audiene. For simplifying thebuilding of XSLT transformations, the MASP provides a set of generi rules for transforming the frequent ele-ments of the abstrat user interfae desriptions into basi HTML or WML. Based on these rules more omplexand devie optimized XSLT transformations an be de�ned.An important feature of the utilised MASP is the support of Composite Capability/Preferene Pro�les(CC/PP). Considering the spei� features and properties (e.g. sreen size, supported ss version, supportedimage formats) the user interfae designer an optimize the interfaes to the properties of the respetive devie.For onverting media data into a devie adequate format, the MASP provides a omponent for saling andonverting images and videos.The omponents and interfaes of the Multi-Aess-Servie Platform are shown in Figure 4.4. Users whowant to use the PIA servie interat with the Multi Aess Point. The MAP ontains omponents for intera-tion with the respetive devie (e.g. web server or voie server) and omponents for rendering the appliationinterfae optimized for supported devies. Approved rendering omponents for HTML, WML and VoieXMLbased user interfaes exists; omponents for applet based omponents are under development. For the devieindependent interfae desription the MASP uses the Abstrat Interfae Desription Language (AIDL) that isuse as interfae between interfae designer and appliation developer. The bridge between the appliation andthe Abstrat Interfae Desription is provided by the Alter Ego Agent that ontains the interation desription



Agent Tehnology for Personalized Information Filtering:The PIA-System 39and spei� representation rules. Additionally the Media Cahe omponent provides the media ontent as wellas onnetivity to external media providers.

Fig. 4.4. The arhiteture of the MASPBeside of the features provided by MASP the design of the user interfae must reate an easy to use systemeven on devies with a tiny sreen and without a keyboard. That is why the PIA interfae provides additionalnavigation elements on omplex forms and minimizes the use of text input �elds. New results mathing a de�nedrequest are presented �rst as a list of short bloks ontaining only title, abstrat and some meta-information (asthis is familiar to every user from well-known searh-engines). This information is also well readable on PDAsor even mobile phones. Important artiles an be stored in a repository. This allows the user to hoose theartiles on his PDA he wants to read later at his desktop PC.Depending on the personal options spei�ed by the user, old information found for a spei� query may bedeleted automatially step by step after a given time, that is, there is always up to date information that ispresented to the user (we all this smart mode). This is for example onvenient for getting personalized �lteringnews. The other option is to keep that information unlimited (global mode) for a query for e.g. basi sienti�papers.For the push-servies (that is, the system is beoming ative and sending the user information withoutan expliit request), the user spei�es his working time (e.g. 9 am to 5 pm). This divides the day in a pre-,work, and a rereation slot, where the PIA system assumes di�erent demands of information. For eah slot anadequate delivering tehnology an be hosen (e-mail, sms, mms, fax or Voie). If you deide to subsribe tothe personalized newsletter, new relevant information for you will be olleted and sent by e-mail or fax onea day with a similar layout and struture for onvenient reading if you have not seen it already by other pull-or push servies. Therefore you an also stay informed without having to log into the system and if you do notwant to get all new information immediately.5. Conlusion and future work. The implemented system has an aeptable runtime performane andshows that it is a good hoie to develop a personal information system using agent-tehnology based on a solidagent-framework like JIAC IV. Currently, PIA system supports more than 120 di�erent web soures, grabsdaily around 3.000 new semi-strutured and unstrutured douments, has almost 500.000 already pre-proessedartiles, and atively helps about �fty sientists related to our laboratory in their information retrieval ativities.Their feedbak and evaluation is a valuable input for the further improvement of PIA. In the near future weplan to inrease the number of users to thousands, and therefore we plan to work on the further optimizationof the �ltering algorithms to be able to simultaneously respond to multiple �ltering requests. Also, we thinkabout integrating additional servies for the user that provide information tailored to his geographial position(GPS), a natural speeh interfae and innovative ways to motivate the user to give preise expliit feedbak, asthe learning ability of the system is depending on that information.
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